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Make your space work.

When space is limited, storage components must be versatile, multifunctional and efficient. Contain credenzas are 
designed to be freestanding, connect to workstations, or even each other. With a combination of open shelves and 
drawers, as well as base, paint and laminate options, Contain can suit any workstyle or personal preference.

Contain Delivers

For more information, visit hon.com/contain
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A. INVITE INTERACTION 
Contain turns any space into a hub 
for collaboration, with low credenzas 
and fabric-wrapped cushions that 
accommodate short-term seating.

B. DEFINE BOUNDARIES 
Contain credenzas work great together 
to define boundaries and pathways 
that create efficient space planning 
opportunities that are easy to modify as 
needs change.

C-F. CREDENZA OPTIONS 
Available with a choice of metal or 
laminate front, and open shelves versus 
lateral file and box drawers.

G. FINISH OPTIONS 
Choose from metal (single or two 
tone) or laminate fronts to created your 
desired style. 

H. BASE OPTIONS 
Choose between a footed base to 
create a stand-alone furniture aesthetic, 
a recessed kickplate that matches 
both the drawer fronts and HON desks 
and workstations, or an optional flush 
kickplate.

I-J. TOP OPTIONS
Contain credenzas can be turned 
into short-term seating by adding 
comfortable seat cushions. The optional 
laminate top is designed  
to coordinate with HON desks  
and workstations.

K. PULL OPTIONS
Choose from 5 pull designs to match or 
achieve any desired aesthetic.

L. LOCK OPTIONS
Secure your personal belongs with a 
choice between a standard lock or a 
digital keypad lock.
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